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augur Indicate by signs.
The end of the cold war seemed to augur well.

bespeak Order or reserve (something) in advance.
The defendant s insurers took steps to bespeak his medical records.

betoken Be a signal for or a symptom of.
She wondered if his cold level gaze betokened indifference or anger.

bode Be a portent of a particular outcome.
These signs bode bad news.

boding A feeling of evil to come.
A steadily escalating sense of foreboding.

cue Give a cue to or for.
Ros and Guil cued by Hamlet also bow deeply.

foreshadow Indicate by signs.
Other new measures are foreshadowed in the White Paper.

foretell Indicate, as with a sign or an omen.
A seer had foretold that the earl would assume the throne.

hangover Disagreeable aftereffects from the use of drugs (especially alcohol.
This feeling of insecurity was in part a hangover from her schooldays.

hint
Drop a hint intimate by a hint.
The restrained fronts of the terraced houses only hinted at the wealth
within.

hypochondria Abnormal chronic anxiety about one’s health.

illness A disease or period of sickness affecting the body or mind.
I ve never missed a day s work through illness.

indicant A thing which indicates something.
Symptoms are the prime indicants of disease.
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indicate Indicate a place direction person or thing either spatially or figuratively.
These symptoms indicate a serious illness.

indication
The act of indicating or pointing out by name.
The presence of bacterial infection was an indication for the use of
antibiotics.

omen Indicate as with a sign or an omen.
He looked for an omen before going into battle.

palliation Easing the severity of a pain or a disease without removing the cause.

portend
Be a sign or warning that (something, especially something momentous
or calamitous) is likely to happen.
The eclipses portend some major events.

portent
A sign or warning that a momentous or calamitous event is likely to
happen.
What portent can be greater than a pious notary.

predict Make a prediction about tell in advance.
He predicts that the trend will continue.

prefigure Be an early indication or version of (something.
It wasn t as bad as I had prefigured.

presage Be a sign or warning of (an imminent event, typically an unwelcome one.
The heavy clouds above the moorland presaged snow.

prognosticate Indicate by signs.
The economists were prognosticating financial Armageddon.

prognostication A statement made about the future.
These gloomy prognostications proved to be unfounded.

prophetic Foretelling events as if by supernatural intervention.
Prophetic writings.

sign Commit oneself to work by signing a contract.
It was a sign from God.

signal Be a signal for or a symptom of.
The diner signaled the waiters to bring the menu.

symbol Symbolize.
The chemical symbol for helium is He.

symbolic Using symbolism.
Klimt s symbolic painting of 1900 7.

zodiac A representation of the signs of the zodiac or of a similar astrological
system.
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